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What is the purpose of an informance?
 * To explain and promote what their students are learning in our classrooms
 * To share why and how we do what we do and why it’s so important
 * To informally demonstrate skills and competencies

About Informances
 * Defined as a “Celebration of Learning” in a 2015 Education Closet article
 * Usage with specifically young children discussed in a 2010 article in General Music 
    Today “Using Informance to Educate Parents and Demonstrate the Music Learning 
    Process”
 * Usage at the secondary level discussed in the 2011 book Using Technology to Unlock  
    Musical Creativity

“Informances, informal and informative presentations of student learning that emphasize the 
learning process, provide an alternative to traditional concerts or programs, which may take 
general music classroom time away from activities not geared toward a specific performance.  
Informances are an excellent means of communicating educational objectives to parents and 

sharing what and how students learn, which is not always possible through a traditional 
concert.” - Christine M. Nowmos, General Music Today, 2010

Example #1: Music Club End-of-Semester Event
 * Beforehand - went of skills and songs, students volunteered to speak, small groups 
    performed as bands
 * During - I sat in the back, only spoke at the beginning and end

Example #2: The Life of a Kindergarten Musician
 * Beforehand - went over skills and songs, assigned each student a speaking part, each 
    class had a separate informance
 * Scheduling - had the event during the school day so all students could participate 



Example #3: 2nd Grade Music Concert
 * Beforehand - review skills and songs, split the grade level in two
 * During - I’ll be do most of the talking
 * Sign-ups so I know who’s coming
 * Set List: Pease Porrige Hot, Apple Tree, Happy, Frere Jacques, What a Monkey 
   Might Do

Example #4: 3rd Grade Informance
 * No prep with the kids
 * Led like a class
 * Parents and families participated
 * Set List: Marching Feet, Dinah, Dance Josey, Old Brass Wagon, Up On the 
   Housetop, Rocky Mountain, Tideo

Example #5: Specials Showcase
 * No prep with the kids
 * Everyone to start in the library and then breakout into small groups; each specialist 
    taking a group
 * Each specialist does a demo (Art, Music, Library, Technology, and PE) for 
    15 minutes each
 * Plan: Go over Scope and Sequence, where to find more info, club opportunities, 
    classroom activites

Example #6: Science of Sound Night/Music PBL Night
 * Resources: The Science of Sound Unit by Shelley Tomich (Teachers Pay Teachers)   
    and Science of Sound Unit by Aileen Miracle (Teachers Pay Teachers)
 * Gallery of Created Instruments - made by students out of recycled materials
 * Come and go event open to the entire campus
 * Instrument Petting Zoo - borrowed instruments from HS band director
 * Create Your Own Kazoo - out of straws
 * Do It Yourself Speaker - out of toilet paper rolls
 * Sound Matters Experience - testing how sound travels 
   through the different states of matter
 * Boomwhackers 
 * Sound Uncovered iPad App
 * Chrome Music Lab
 * Blog post about this at miscellaneousme.wordpress.com

 
 


